
  Breakbulk and Project cargo



  

Heaviest Shipment recorded: 4*160 tons

Main commodities:

→	 Engines

→	 Machineries

→	 Reactors

→	 Boilers

→	 Reels

→	 Rings

→	 Crane beams

→	 Yachts

→	 Catamarans

→	 Sailing boats

→	 Rail wagons

→	 Self bearing cases
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 We like to PROJECT your cargo 



  

 BIG enough to PROJECT, small enough to CARE  



Capacity: 7000 trains
5 rails tracks (600 m each)

Capacity: 900.000 TEUs

405 reefer plugs
450 TEU IMO cargo



MUCH MORE THAN A CONTAINER TERMINAL

STS
2x21 + 2x20 + 1x17 + 2x16
Up to 100 ton handling

capacity

CFS Station
2500 sqm

400.000 sqm
770 Berth

18 meters natural draft



  

 We like to think BIG



SERVICES

→	 Loading/unloading of goods up to 100 tons (no dry bulk cargo) from and to Full container 
vessels /General cargo vessels, with 7 STS cranes

→	 Possibility to lift items exceeding 100 tons with external mobile cranes

→	 Loading/unloading from and to external carriers (truck/barge)

→	 Lifting slings up to 30 tons (linear SWL), textile, steel ropes, chains and boat slings up to
 26 mt (no limits with external mobile cranes). Shackles up to 55 tons

→	 Lashing	with	certified	textile/steel	material	(LBS	7500	daN)

→	 Unlashing and cleaning cargo hold

→	 Adjustable lifting beam variable 6x6 mt 80 tons

→	 Multipurpose	160-ton	capacity	modular	lifting	sling	bar,	with	6	possible	configurations	
and use of single crossbeams

→ Possibility of doubled combined transport up to 150 tons heavy load

→ 2 *MAFI 100-ton capacity roll-trailers 60’ (ca. 18 meters)

→ 8 *MAFI 60-ton capacity roll trailers 12x2,5 meters

→	 2	*100-ton	capacity	roll	trailers	with	fixed	gooseneck	13x3	meters

→ 2 *16-ton capacity forklifts

→ 10 reach stackers capacity 45 tons

→	 Handling,	stuffing	/	unstuffing,	lashing	/	unlashing	OOG	over	height,	over	width,
 overlength, end walls up/down (max 16 mt with centered cargo) by automatic frame 

(clearance	2,5	mt)	or	variable	length	chains	(max	7	mt),	capability	side	lift	and	flat	rail	
system (provided by customer).

Trieste

DIRECT SERVICES TO ⁄ FROM TRIESTE

Greece
Turkey Pusan

Dalian

Malta
Lebanon

King Abdullah

Jeddah
Salalah

Port Kelang

Shekou

Ningbo

Shanghai

Xingang

Singapore

Egypt Israel

(Australia,	New	Zealand,	United	States	in	transhipment)		



  

www.trieste-marine-terminal.com

bbcargo@trieste-marine-terminal.com


